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SUMMARY
The primary objective of this study is to identify all shore-based and near shore activities,
which are associated with maritime operation, and to codify them into a Maritime Safety
Management System (MSMS). This is the attempt to extend the currently existing ISM Code
in order to complete the safety net in the maritime industry for the sake of ‘’safer shipping
and cleaner oceans’’.
The study is conducted through six stages with six reports as the outputs. The objectives of
the first report, which was already completed, are to identify all shore-based and near-shore
activities that are associated with maritime safety management system as well as other
elements of the MSMS. These elements are named as main players in the shore-based and
near shore activities, safety-related relationships among these players, key safety issues,
related risks associated with these issues and contents and requirements for a good maritime
safety plan. In order to produce the first report, a Focus Group interview was conducted with
the participation of maritime professionals in Australia and New Zealand.
The first report of this study reveals important findings, as illustrated in the figure in the
following page. These findings are essential since they provide a clear picture of how the
MSMS is effectively constructed. They are also the background for further refinement of the
study in the subsequent reports, where all elements of the MSMS are analysed and codified.
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Safe channel & basin
management
Pilotage
Tug & towage
Aids to navigation
Stevedoring (cargo
handling in all operation
systems within port &
terminal area)
Ship berthing/unberthing
VTS/AIS & general
waterway management
Port emergencies
response
Marine environmental
management
Shore-based security
Ballast water exchange
Safety surveying &
consultancy

Main players

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Port authorities/Harbour
Masters
Port & terminal
operators/Stevedoring
companies
Pilots
Tug & towage providers
VTS managers
Marine surveyors &
consultants
Marine environmental
managers
Port worker union
Independent contractors
(mooring, security…)
Regional councils
Fishing industry
Ship agencies

Safety-related
Relationships

Key issues

INTERNAL VS EXTERNAL

•

INTERNAL
•
Pilot & Master/ship officers
•
Master & Ship officers and
Master/ship officers & crew

•

EXTERNAL
•
Players onboard & port staff
•
Players onboard & tugs
•
Players onboard & VTS
•
Players onboard & Harbour
Master
•
Port staff & independent
contractors & visitors

OPERATIONAL VS
MANAGEMENT LEVEL
OPERATIONAL LEVEL
•
Operational staff
MANAGEMENT LEVEL
•
Regulators/peak bodies

•
•
•
•

Role & commitment from
senior management
Paradigm shift and
inclusion of the ‘safety
culture’
Effective communication
Commerciality versus
safety
Consistency of regulations
& requirements
Appropriate & workable
legislation/working
procedures involving safety

Related risks

•

•
•
•

•
•

Over abundance of safety
planning but ineffective
implementation/monitori
ng
Over reliance on
paperwork
Safety system being
onerous
Non-compliance
culture/increased
operating costs
Unilateral approach
towards safety
Over focus on
commerciality

Contents &
requirements

CONTENTS
•
Standards of operating
systems for day-to-day
operations
•
Standards of emergencies
responses procedures
•
Environmental
management plan
•
OH & S management plan
•
Security management plan
REQUIREMENTS
•
Inculcation of ‘safety
culture’
•
Recognition of the
inevitability of operational
errors & establishment of
defences
•
Accountability of
management
•
Employees’ involvement
•
Risk identification &
reporting procedures
•
Clear, concise, simple &
appropriate procedures
involvement risks control
•
Simple & functional
standards of operating
procedures
•
Procedures documented &
training provided
•
Concise deliverables &
objectives
•
Measurable, auditable &
manageable outcomes/nonconformity
•
Being legislative supported

